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FACULTY DEVELOPMENT AS HUMAN DEVE PMtNIT

Faculty development programs in colleges and universities must be

faulted for three reaso s: first, they do not have adequate theory;

cond, they do not em i' loy a comprehensive approach; and third, they

-do not show a deep intention. Bluntly, most faculty deAhopment programs

are superficially conceptualized, parochial in strategies and tactics,

and capable of only trivial outcomes.

An adequate theory of faculty development will haveseveral compo-

nents,. Involveci will be a sophisticated understanding of the process of

professionali 4tion, understood historically, socially, institutionally.

Also involve will be an integrating theory of human development. The

structurali t approach to childhood and youth development, as shown in the

work of get, Erikson, and Kohlberg, must find its counterpart in a theo5y/

of adult development, with\appropriate applications to faculty. At the

Wright nstitute, Berkeley, Nevitt Sanford and his colleagues are at work

on th,bretical and applied percepts of human development within educational

inat
/
tutions and for faculty. But the Wright Institute people are excep-

/.

to the prevailing condition and they, as wel,1 as the rest of us, need

a ternative formulations from which to choose and on which to base actual

,programs.

While the conceptualization of a faculty development program should

he rooted in a theory of human development, approaches to faculty
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development, in terms of strategies and tactics, should be multiple. I

Only an omnibus approach is good enough. Faculty develOpment can be"

'seen; as illustrated by the assigned topic of 'this session, as an

appropriate response to shifting student interests and needs. But

that is only one approach. Faculty development programs must also be

seen as a res nse to shifting faculty interests and needs, to faculty.

as individuals as well as to, the faculty as a professional body. Still

other levels or approaches to be taken into account, beyond faculty

development in the context of the campus culture or an academic tradition,

include faculty development as a response tp the.interests and needs of

the gene 1 society or of particular elements within it.

All of this leads, easily into a third point, having to do with

the deeper and more substantial ()incomes that ought to be the objectives,

of a carefully,conceptualizod, multi-dimensional faculty development

program. The extent to which t,40 accomplishments of a faculty development \

program can be quantified is the extent to whia that program may be

trivialized. Deep qualitative objectives ,defy quantification but remain

unquestionably important.

Having stated briefly thektht areas of inquiry for this session,

I will now proceed to work in and through and around them in a more

detailed way. -

The case for faculty development usually includes the following points:

-,,or

faculty need to be prepared to work With new students in new places, that

.!.

is, with heretofore underrepresented elements who can be reached in ereto-

fore unused locations. Faculty should be made, acquaintpd with alteri tive

4



, modes'of teaching and learning, that is, with computei-assisted instruction,
4 '

with videotapes and other media, with contract learnifig and the various
. 41\

personalized systems 'of instruction. Faculty ought to be more sophisticated

in their knowledge of the workings of the institution, that is, about

policies, procedures and campus politics. Also, faculty can become much

more conscious of the end of the learning experience for which teaching-
,

is a means, that is, of the students should acquire.as

fi-result of the courses taken.

Behind this case of faculty d velopMent is the concern for institutional

.survival Colleges and universities\ are alarmed by their attri rates

2%(usually only about 40 percent of a cohort group proceed from freshm

throdgh senior year) and. that loss is attributed, in part, to inadequate

advising.and poor teaching. Schools are equally troubled about student

apathy to the collegiate experience" and the growing uncertainty among

parents a$ well as the general public about the iportance of college.

The "alternatives to college".theme is beng orchestrated these days but,

of course,, to educational traditionalists it sounds like a John Cage com-

ItAition., Then, there is the competition for funding, pitting education

against other agencies of society, particularly health service And the

probability that allocations to colleges and universities will not increase

fast enough to cover inflation, let alone allow for the growth or strength-

ening of existing programs. No wonder that there is interest in faculty

,development programs calculated to increase prodUctivityi achieve effici-

encies_ana assure accountability.

-
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ihoOne might understandably conclude that the institution's concern for

survival coupled with the individual faculty member's concern for job

seturity would assure'supportlor faculty development programs. But such

is not the case. Few colleges or universities have new money for such

activities and interior reallocatiOns call for sleight-of-hand tricks at

which most educators are not very good. (It 'should be noted in passing

that some places are designating for faculty improvement about one to throe

percent.of the instructional budge Also, younger and older faculty; are

sensitive to an implied criticism which is carried by the notion of faculty

development. Who's underdeveloped? To be tapped for development program

seems to some faculty like being a freshman invited into dumbbell English.

Then there is a feeling among faculty that the true professional will tend

to his own development. Do lawyers and doctors have development programs?

Yet, despite these hesitancies, faculty are coming forward, to investi-

gate possibilities. Many professional societies are promoting,this movement

through their committees on teaching. Workshops and conferences are being,

held to encourage faculty to talk about teaching. One rationale is that the

most influential faculty not only do research but they also descrOe it.

And those descriptions, written and verbal, are intended to info*others

and elicit comment and criticism. . Perhaps faculty should net only each but

also talk and write about it; presenting their purposes, themes and hypotheses,

describing their methodologies, reporting processes'and listing outcomes.

As with research, the intention wo9,1d be to inform as well as benefit from

this exchange with others.

43-
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Yet the hesitation on the part'of faculty makes. sense, for reasons

ti ,,,

beyond thu e already stated. Most 'of the'ideas being "discussed in con-

nection wi01 faculty developmeneprogrins are of greater importance to

the institution than t2othe individual,1to administration than to faculty,

/
.

Also, they have more to do.with procedxires than with substance. They have

less to db with learning and the learner than-they do with quahtifying and

categorizing.\he relationshipbetween teacher and student. There is an

,'undtrstandable/hesitation on the part of faculty to collaborate in this.-
r t,

. kind of development Remember, to qua-te faculty development with qUariti-
)c

tative efficient to triviali:4 tiaching and(learning. That which can
,, .b /

be quantified in the institutic(ri of education is the least Important Oft
. . .

of tip educational ;experience. devise_a means for 6ountingbirds in the

I
0 A If

air is not to understancOlYihg.

4

.There are skills to be,tatight and learned, verbal ski1lsy quantitative

skills and conceptual skills. 11nd these competencies cur, be related to

voeatioas* and. other practicalities of life. There is subject.matter to be

transmitted and .iiformation to b learned. And its significance for citizen-

/ A

ship -and the life of social responsibiliy can usually be demonstrated. But
.t.

when the 4titution of higher'eduCation is properly defined and ful;fy

understood, we must conclude that these activities and tcomplishments arc

net the heart of the enterprise. What the faculty should entourage
1

students is net only ma,:tery of a body of kdoWledge but familiari-ty with

mode', of knowi,ne; not only acquaintance with the ways people learn
.

but acceptance.of the pirit of inquiry. To provoke curiosity and inquisi-
.

tiveney, so that a person''s clowit.loo., are Nrted to a new levc1 or

7
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- complexity is'An avec. the most basic order. To develop ,

faculty skills in purse t of that achievement. iii. a truly 'important
;.&

-objective. And it is.one that should enlist faculty cooperation for it

is a goal thait is true to. the 'best tradition of their profession as well

,

as to till. best olveutive of the institution of higher. education.

Of course it is hard to measure chAnges of that sort, but it is net

impossible. Surely a faculty member can devise questions to be osked of

stOdent, at the beginning c f ti course.of study, tbe.answers to'which.

would show not only-the-Fevel of file student'sfamilia,rity with the taw

,

ddtum of the subjett'matter but also the student's capacity for theory,

tam.
for criticism, for relational-thinking. These same questions could then

be asked at fhe end of the course, with comparisehs Made to, determine the
tf

extnt to which the studont has moved ah.id not only in terms of au,wers

given but.qoostions asked.

'The deeper aiMs, then, are tq icourage in the student a capacity

for good judgment, an ability to untaugle ,strambled thoughts, skill in

sorting. out options, weighimg them against each other in order to filially

choose and act. All of the institutions of lociety are ec ucational

tut ions in the sense that they all contribute: to the realization Of these

goals in the person, but the college or university is the institution in

society which is consciously committed, as its fir.st putpo.;e,, to advancing

these.'eutceMes.

Facultx cb.velopment pro,,ram, then, must help protHisor.;, at this

le up 1(:v(...1 ref proff:!,!,i ona 'A,' c( 1i t . Th !, what it toeau S to

r -illy get hat F, to basis.



There is work to be done at oth r levels, of course, and my emphasis

on faculty development that is aim d at something'more than efficiency

or "proof" of effectiveness is n t intend' to underminethe importance of

what can be done regarding tee ni s and procedures: There should be

workshops for entering teach on procedures such as preparing lectures

and other presentati on evaluation of student achievement, on academic-.

advising, on studer characteristics and the variations in student-faculty

interaction. Faculty should be encouraged to have their lectures, semi-
r" "

nars, and discussions videotaped for their own study. It is also impor-

tant to familiarize faculty with irtetnative modes of teaching and learning,

with self -paced instruction, field experience, the use of media, and credit

for prior learning.

Faculty need to know more.than they do about the problems that 1

tutors and trustees face when money must re allocated. How unfair it s to

give sponsors and monitors no stated purposes for programs and courses,

no criteria for measuring accomplishments, no basis for comparative judg-.

1ents whey(, by the nature of their responsibility, legislators and boards,

must make comparative judgments. Faculty will be evaluated by their

peers, by students, by external agencies, by the eonstituency of an educa-

tional institution. Faculty will either participate in determining proce-

ledures for assessment or the necessary norms and meains will besdetrmrned

elsewhere.

/

Nor will these MattePs go away imply because a legislator leaves office

or wiwatthere i!, a change in campus aininistration. Fact y win) think so
. 1

arc; engaging in comforting but damaging self-deception. An it won't do to

9
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-.insist that faculty be held accountable only to the judgments of their

professional peers. Clients and patients participate In the judgment of

lawyprs'and doctors. Indeed, these prcyt essionals are more and more-account-

able tef public policy. And this is s it should be since most of the

important issues in their work, as with those of academic professionals,

have more to do with ethics and 11.6rality, with philosophy and theology,

with sociology, psychology and politics titan With technical or scientific

.

.judgments.

More attention needs to be given to the deeper levels of faculty, devel-

opMent precisely becase so many of the issues arc not, procedural but sub-
.

/
stantie. ConSider, for example, how important it is for faculty"4"be

exemplars of the best values of ehe educated person. Faculty probably teach
,

most/through what they do and are, certainly more than by what they say.

Telling a student to.read is not nearly as persuasive-as showing the student,

in terms of one's, own attitudes and actions, the power, beauty and useful-

ness. of a life informed -by books and reading.

It was popular not long ago to argue that a protessional's'service
/

is distinct and separate from his or her personal characteristics. To be

,.are, we care more about what the surgeon does in the operating room than

what he did the night hero But to stop with that distinction is sim-

plistiC. What the doctor is personally will affect his professional skills.

,

What the plsychotherapist experiences in his own life will influence his '.

advice. .Likewis&, the teacher's life affects his teaching--and his students.

For students,are watching, listening; not only to'the subject matter of

the course but to the example of the. profes--the one Who professes.



Interest has revived these days in the ulueotion of the whole person. '

We are being remiss ed that body, mind and emotionh all figure in the

. learning t.;;(1). tenco. Ilence.the return of atte tion to the ro14.

imagination and to mind-body integration. Infere.it in the'student as

a penson ought to be- balanced by irate .st -in the' professor as a perhon.

The awareness thut students learn in many hays and Places, in ..clubs,

games, and coffee auses, ashwe as it classrotms, must be balanced by

..the realization that students-learn from faculty in various woys=-fi-om

the mentor who is a teacher and a person, from tW one whose per sonal

life affects,his professional life.

it is a worthy goal, then,' to encouraLe faculty to embody the values

of education,'to bedprole modeN: of the ecIticatd If,,faculty

sense, as they. should, that the institution of higher education has aJways

ought to stand .slightly apart from society, to he in some special Nyt;Ure

A center or indepnitunt thinkin4, a place tbaracturi.,....d by creat tty and
4

critivi:,m, Tut thutn al:Ar inew or b.: reminded in'a I iri hhen the pressures

tobecome mere.functionario.; and time-servers arc great that they are pro-

fes!;ionals who as indiyiduals should embody that which they v:Touse for /

the institution and that hhich they would enoourage in students, that is,

the attitude of curiosity and inquisitiveness, the rapacity for p:2pective_ ,

and compassion, the ability to think relationally and contextuarly..

Facutty are not hocks, hilt professionals. In the art and craft

(,(' Old 1'o they are aut horities. And the dignitvand sig-

n I (II I an 1)1'01 O:,'; i)11 hould IhOOgh 10 thrM that they to

p

4
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embody its best qualities in their ownlives. This is a,goal of gdculty

development.

1.,

The Lilly Endowment is expressing interest ini.qualita ,i.ve faculty f
. 4

/
development by supporting efforts te'update faculty'skills in subjecT- ,

.

.

matter specializations and by educating faculty in waysito increage.teach*-

ing effectiveness. Faculty from liberal arts colleges are going tw-niajor .*-0

s

universities to learn about the latest developments in their disciplines

and they are gettingogether with qther faculty to discuss how best to

teach,what they have learned. The Danforth Poundation'is cooperating with

*ux
various colleges and universities in establishing centers, for teaching and

. Learning. Some of these programs will be "centering" on the improvement' of

the graduate experience for persons who are preparing for teaching, with

special emphasis on the Teaching Assistant's situation. Others will con-
,

centrato on the needs of certain learners; such as the so-called nontra-.

titional student, and will work with faculty. to increase their effectiveness/

with these learners. Another program will examine the significance for

facuLty of the current interest shown by many students in professienal

training, vocationalism or career education., Can the traditions of

liberal learning be reconciled with the preprofessionalisi of students in

liberal arts colleges? Ot4pr centers wi,11 concentrate on the mid-career,"

problems and interests of faculty, noting especially the. shifts orien-

tation and prospects- for career alternatives, .Underlying, arl of,these

,

a ivities will be a concern for assumptionsattitudts, purpos(4,valtos.,

ihe movement in the centers will be froin the "how to" questions and answers f

4

4

-



to.those dealingith"why" and "so what?"

)
faculty exemplify liberal, 'humane learning.

°

Here,is,anot et area of concentration for faculty'development, again

Thbse are efforts to help

at that-deeper,le el of importance. Faculty ought to assilme leadership in

helping to achieve a unifying social philosophy: or this nation. More

accurately, the challengeV,now
4
is to establish an educational rationale,

plus curriculum and governanchat.wiII be appropriate,for the situation
Cr 4 - ,

into4hich we seem to be moving in this country and thrbughout the world.

Analysts of conditions (Toynbee, Heilbronerlzpredt ihat within

the next 20 years America will experience authoritarian ib ernment, a.
,

reduced standard of living and the.containment of personal eed-,. om\Also,

N-\---

the 'need tooconserve natural resources and cope with the world'sTopul 'on

growth'mill necessitate a reduction of at least 1 -0 percent in our standard

Of living. America is now consuming 30 to 40.percent of the world's

iOnatural resources. We eat five mes much beef as the body can assim-
e

'`late. The require' nts of human survival -this globe will not only

date limitations and controls but, additionally, mill necessitate a

f this nation's assumptions and values.'--._J

The home and church, media'and education plus other insttutips and

agencies will be enlisted to educate our citizenry for this radically dif-

.r
ferent future. But in our colleges and universities there are 600,000

faculty who constitute a special resource. Without claiming that tikby are

the most creative; persons (they are not), '.it is fair to assert that they

are the best-educated cadre of leaders in the nation and that.they could

1,1
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be crucial in bringing people to understand the changes, perils and

pros eets of the .next fey/. decades.

It seems vident thAljampant individualisms o cherished in America.

is one emphasis that will Rye to be altered. Also the limits of pluralism

and diversity will have to be set. There will be reasons to reexamine

notions of community and explOrb the satisfaetiOns of share xperience.'

Faculty. should be encouraged to bring their competencies to bear on fhese

prospects, with specialatterition to the significance of suchchanges for

the curriculum. For example, individually-patterned courses of study are

,

now popular. Individual iearning contracts are often a tacit acknowledgment

r--
that the general education, program has lost whatever .coherence it ever had .4

and is n king more thanCourse andFTt trade-:offs be wee; faculty interest

grb s. There hasn't been a.definitive and widely influentiarmovement in

"general educatipn since Columbia's programin 1919. The.Harvard "Redbbbk"

-
.(1945) was the last major attempt. to explain and persuade, albeit a failute

at that university.; If in fact the United States is approaching a time when

our people will of necessity liVecloser together, with greater interde-.
a ,

pendency, when the measured or controlled response will be required, it

is time for faculty to evaluate ppesent curriculum offerings to determine

whether they are still appropriate or whether they,have become sentially

dysfunctional in-terms of preparing people fof that future. y aspect).

of the curriculum, obviously, are out of phase not only with future.pros-

peQts but current realities.



It must be granted that most faculty ate-ill- organized and poorly
2 4

disposed for this endeavor. They were-trained an&socialized in the '50's

o

and '60's when emphasis- was on individ

/

expansion. The profession's values as we

growth and institutional

.as those of the sponsors

featured expanded budgets, moreland and bu Idings, higher enrolments,

satellite campuses--all the values and features that we have co tos

identify with the complex university. Faculty sought degrees awardS,

0
resea and publication, plusyspecial.\assignmen likely to set each

'Pe s. apart. Can such people be changed? Rather than cencludee._thaf

othing dan be done, it i8 better to see ideational

challenge to faculty development.

Ag can it happen? Is it realistic to try? Yes both (.the

ectiveS stated earlier--faculty as exemplars of tWedudatiOnal ideal

\parientation as a

and face t -y as. leaders ~in defining the social philosOphy,7-are deep in the

academic tra tion. Th proTession- at its best, as stated earlier, has

always insisted t an educational iristitireion serves society when

it is a center of critical and crew thinking. And faculty have repeat.-

edly accepted the challenges of society regarding new tasks. The Land
,..

..

,
. .

Gra colleges and their faculties have hihistorically worked with students,
!-

., ,

most from rural areas, who often lacked requisite skills. Urban universi-,

ties and their faculties (such as CCNY) have for decades grappled with the

challenge of ethnic diversW.

In one sense, then, the task'as is less faalf-ty'development and more
3

lloarly faculty renewal. Faculty should be asked tetake up again those
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tasks1.and responsibilities to which they have traditionally laid claim.

Faculty can be doveloped by being renewed.

The administratiVq, or institutional per$pective on deV opment

programs, t hive argued, defines success as the achievement of greater

facUlty productivity, as the abi of farltito teach students so

that their.learning,can be evalua e by competency measures, as s411,

in holding students in the institution so as to reduce attrition rates,

as improved faaculty u faritips by night or in off-seasons, and so ()TA.

Yet the est ad inistra ors recognize that individual development

'may be primary to o

That is, unless fac

e of equal importance with those institutional goals.

lty get in touch with themselves, they will not relat

effectively to stud nts. Until faculty have a:sense of personal well-bOing,

seeing 'themselves as valued and important; they cannot contribute mOdll'to
'4

i'
f

the achievement of institutionaAywell-being. J ,4
k

It is this latter thrust that is the presentileontributio f,,'
1

. ,

7 ,

structuralist-developmental theory, i.e., that the educational community we

seek, which can'only properly be a community of individuals,, will not be
L_

realized 'until strength in individuality achieved. But with that

emphasis comes a problem. Because of humankind's endless fascination

.with the self, pie may never get beyond ,self-exploratioban4 into a serious
,

investigation of the contributions and requirements of true commuhity.

Typically, community is understood from the point of view of the.inclin-

'

ations and conveniences of the self.- ,Community exists for self-fulfillment.

Self - fulfillment is not,conceived as fidelity to the claims of community.
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Clearly we-need more than the psycholOgical-develowentatap'proach

which deals mainly with the strengthening of the individual, even as we

need more than the administrative-buieaucratic approach whichimeasures

developmenWby institutional criteria.

Perhap there are administrators or faculty here who can help us

move beYond our substntial complaints and our spirit of complaining about

existing faculty development programs and towalcd the achievemOtAf adequate
\

theork, comprehensive approaches, and motivating purposes.. "Thiat would

really befi ptereSting development!

1 7


